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Systematic investigations of the initial radial velocity distributions of low mass positive and negative secondary ions, sputtered 
electronically from thin films of polyvinylidene fluoride and polystyrene, are reported. 72.3 MeV lz7113+ primary ions bombard the 
targets at 45” angle of incidence. Sputtered secondary ions in an individual MeV ion impact are analysed in a high resolution 
time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The accurate mass measurements of all ion peaks in the range from 1 to 100 m/z provide 
unequivocal determination of the chemical composition of these ions, forming homologous series, C,Hz and C,H,Fp&. Plots of 
both the initial mean radial velocity ((v,)) and kinetic energy ( a <VI>) as a function of the ion m/z results in a periodic pattern. 
Ions with lower hydrogen content exhibit wider velocity distributions (i.e. higher (v,“)) and ( vx> directed towards the primary ion 
trajectory. Ions with higher hydrogen content have lower mean kinetic energies and (u,) directed away from the incident ion 
trajectory. We argue that the (v,> and <vz> periodic behaviour, connected to the chemical constitution of the ions, reflects the 
radial profile of the deposited energy density in the heavy ion track. 

1. Introduction 

The production of damage tracks [1,2] is one among 
a number of notable effects of the interaction of swift 
heavy ions with dielectric materials. Two other effects 
include incident ion-induced nonequilibrium chemistry 
in solids [3,4], resulting in radiation damage, and sput- 
tering processes [5], causing material erosion. Intercon- 
nections among all these phenomena were discussed 
and demonstrated long ago 161. For instance, Haff [7] 
proposed a model for energy deposition in an insula- 
tor, linking both track formation and sputtering to the 
electronic part of the excitation caused by the MeV 
heavy ion. The properties of latent nuclear tracks have 
been monitored ex situ by a plethora of physical meth- 
ods [2,8]. On the other hand, studies of properties of 
ions, sputtered electronically in a single MeV heavy ion 
impact, may provide direct in situ information for the 
complex physical and chemical processes leading to 
track formation, as has been argued recently [9,10]. 

The mechanisms of the electronic sputtering phe- 
nomenon have been studied quite extensively [11,12]. 
Experimental results [13,14] and theoretical calcula- 
tions provide strong indications that high mass molecu- 
lar ions (e.g. peptide ions) are ejected from the ultra- 
track by a transient energy flow (pressure pulse 1151 or 
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shock wave [16]) propagating radially from the track 
core. This is observed as an off normal maximum in the 
radial velocity distribution. On the other hand, low 
mass fragment ions like CH: and C,Hz are emitted 
preferentially normal to the target surface [17]. They 
have an initial radial velocity distribution symmetric 
around the surface normal as expected for ions ejected 
in a thermal evaporation type process. It has been 
assumed a priori that all the other low mass fragment 
ions present in the secondary ion mass spectra, would 
also follow the behaviour observed for CH: and few 
other low mass ions. Data on the velocity distribution 
of more than 200 different positive and negative low 
mass ions (m/z below 100) ejected from polymeric 
films are presented in this paper. We have observed 
that the positive ions do not show a homogeneous 
behaviour. The characteristics of the radial velocity 
distributions (i.e. the mean velocity ((u,)) and the 
width (a (~1~))) depend on the chemical composition 
or, more specifically, on the degree of hydrogenation 
of the secondary ions. Moreover, we argue that infor- 
mation derived from the ( vx> and (v,“) of these ions 
allows us to probe, in situ, events in the MeV ion track 
during the early stages of its creation. 

2. Experimental 

72.3-MeV lz7113+ ions from the Uppsala EN-tandem 
accelerator, incident on the target at an angle of 45”, 
were used as projectiles. The target was held at an 
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up for Lhe radial velocity measure- 
ments. The primary ion trajectory lies in the w plane. For 

further details see ref. [19]. 

extraction potential V, of f 14.30 kV for positive and 
negative secondary ions respectively. The ejected sec- 
ondary ions were analysed in a reflectron TOF mass 
spectrometer [18], with the electrostatic ion mirror 
maintained at a potential Y, + (--)15.66 kV for posi- 
tive (negative) secondary ions. The ion flight time reg- 
istration was performed in a pulse counting mode by 
employing a time-to-~gital converter (IPN, Orsay, 
France) with 0.5 ns time resolution. Data were ac- 
quired in an event-by-event mode, at a rate of 2 X lo3 
incident MeV ions per second. The targets were pre- 
pared by spin-coating PVDF ([-CH,CF,-I,, Aldrich 
Chemical Co.) and PS ([-CH,CHC,H,-I,, BASF) thin 
films (between 500 and 1000 li> on silicon substrates. 

The procedure for the measmement of the initial 
radial (tangential) velocity distribution has been de- 
scribed in more detail in refs. [1?,19]. Throughout the 
paper we have used the term ““radial velocity” for 
brevity, although its x-component, u,, see Fig. 1, was 
actually measured and reported. The measurements 
involved monitoring the secondary ion yield as a func- 
tion of the electrostatic deflection in the n- or y-direc- 
tion perpendicular to the target surface normal. To 
determine u,, the yield of low mass ions was max- 
imised by setting the appropriate potential on the 
y-detection plates, and then acquiring data for differ- 
ent voltages V,, applied to the x-deflection plates. 
Conversion from deflection voltage units to velocity 
units for different ions was performed according to 
[17,191: 

vx=k 
v,x - v,d 

“&ii-’ (1) 

where m and 4 are the ion mass and charge and k, is 
a constant depending on V,, V, and on the geometrical 
parameters of the instrument [19]. V, in Eq. (I) is the 
voltage on the deflection plates required for an ion 
with zero radial velocity to reach the centre of the stop 
detector. For a perfect alignment between the spec- 

trometer optical axis, the beam spot position and the 
normal to the sample surface, V, = 0. This condition is 
very di~ic~t to achieve and the centroids of the veloc- 
ity distribution of C&H: ions, shown previously to be 
ejected preferentially normal to the target surface 
((u,) = 0) [171, was used for estimating V,. For the 
negative ions, V, was determined from the centroid of 
the C,H; velocity distribution. The velocity distribu- 
tions were obtained by fitting the experimental data to 
a Gaussian curve. The quantities of interest: the mean 
radial velocities (v,), and the mean square velocities, 
(u,” ), were calculated using Eq. (1) and averaging over 
the velocity distributions for each ion. 

3. Results and discussion 

The first step in this investigation has been to 
establish a reliable correspondence between a mass 
line in the secondary ion spectrum and the chemical 
composition of the ion associated with this mass. This 
is not straightforward particularly in the spectra from 
PVDF samples. The presence of three different chemi- 
cal elements (C, H, F) in PVDF yields sometimes more 
than one possible chemical composition for a given 
integer mass. The use of a high resolution time-of-fight 
mass spectrometer has allowed separation of peaks, 
corresponding to ions with same integer m/z that 
differ at least by = 0.02 u (in the m/z < 100 region). 
The mass accuracy, Am, defined as the difference 
between the measured mass of a certain ion and the 
expected mass (calculated from the proposed chemical 
composition of this ion) has been, on the average, 
0.004 u. This accuracy has been sufficient to obtain an 
unequivocal determination of the chemical composi- 
tion for most of the secondary ions. When Am ap- 
proached 0.01 u the tentative chemical assignment has 
been considered inadequate. Based on this method of 
peak identification, it has been concluded that the low 
mass ions ejected from PVDF form two homologous 
series, C,Hz and C,H,F+ (la=1 to 8, m=O to 
2n + I), plus several ions with 2 or 3 F atoms. In the 
case of PS, hydroc~bon ions, C&Hz, dominate the 
whole mass spectrum as expected. Breaking and rear- 
rangement of the polymer backbone, and reactions 
involving hydrogen, lead to ions with the mentioned 
chemical composition. A contribution to the secondary 
ion yields from ~nt~inants present on the sample 
surface could not be excluded. Possible mechanisms of 
C-H bond breaking, initiated by a heavy MeV ion 
impact, have already been discussed [20]. 

A plot of (v,) as a function of the positive sec- 
ondary ion m/z results in an “oscillating” behaviour 
(Figs. 2 and 3). This behaviour is related to the chemi- 
cal institution homo~o~ of the ions, with 12 (one C 
atom) as a repeat unit. The u, velocity d~tributions 
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Fig. .2. Mean radial velocities (u,) for the C,HL (a) and 
C,H; (b) ion series from polystyrene as a function of ion 

mass. 

are not peaked around the normal to the surface, that 
is ( ux> # 0, for most of the low mass positive ions from 
both PVDF and PS. It is clearly seen from Figs. 2a and 
Fig. 3 that ions with no hydrogen or low hydrogen 
content have velocities with positive sign (ejected away 
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Fig. 3. Mean radial velocities (u,) for (a> the C,HL ion 
series and (b) C,H,F+ ion series ejected from PVDF as a 

function of ion mass. 
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Fig. 4. Radial kinetic energy ((E,) = 0.5m( uf)) of ions 
ejected from (a) PVDF and (b) PS, as a function of ion mass. 
The capital letters beside some experimental points indicate 
the ions for which the C,H, assignment is not evident. The 
possible chemical composition of these ions are: A: CF2H+ 
and C,Hi; B: C,F,Hi and C,Hz; C: C3F2Ht and C,H:; 

D: C,F2H; and C,H;; E: C,F,H: and C,H,+. 

from the surface normal, and towards the primary ion 
trajectory, Fig. 1). The values of ( vx> decrease for ions 
with higher hydrogen content reaching eventually neg- 
ative sign for ions with the highest number of hydrogen 
atoms in each C,HL or C,H,F+ series. These ions 
are ejected again off the surface normal, but away 
from the incident ion trajectory. In other words, the 
degree of hydrogenation (m/n> for different positive 
ion series is correlated to the sign of ( vx). A difference 
between (v,) for C,Hl and for the other low mass 
ions is clearly seen. This “shift” is similar to the one 
observed for large biomolecules [13,14], and indicates 
in analogy that a non-random momentum transfer is 
also involved in the sputtering of the low mass species. 
In a striking contrast to the positive ions, the negative 
C,H; ions from both PVDF and PS have (v,) that 
are constant (Fig. 2b). 

The plot of (~5,) (= 0.5m( v,“), linked to the 
FWHM of the v,-velocity distribution) versus mass of 
positive ions ejected from PVDF and PS is given on 
Fig. 4. For ions ejected from PVDF there exists a 
correlation between (E,) and chemical composition: 
ions with higher degree of hydrogenation have lower 
mean radial kinetic energies and vice versa. Most ions 
from PS targets, on the contrary, exhibit a much weaker 
dependence of (E, > on ion mass, compared to PVDF. 

IX. SURFACE AND SPUTTERING 
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We stress that the (v,) and (E,) obtained here 
should not be considered as absolute values for the 
radial velocity and for the associated kinetic energy of 
the secondary ions. As mentioned previously, the zero 
of the velocity axis is defined through the centroid of 
the C,H$ v*-~s~bution. Although such a choice is 
based on experimental evidence [14,17] it still intro- 
duces an uncertainty in the scaling of the (u,). More- 
over, the (E,) values are an upper limit to the values 
of the secondary ion mean radial energies. Factors like 
the finite size of the stop detector [17] and the diverg- 
ing effect of the acceleration grid [21] also contribute 
to the broadening of the velocity distributions and 
hence to the calculated value of (E,). Nonetheless, 
these contributions do not influence the relative values 
of (v,} and (E,) between different secondary ions, 
which is the most important information in the context 
of this work. 

small variations are on the order of our experimental 
uncertainties. The lower values of (v,“) for secondary 
ions from PS may be indicative of a lower local temper- 
ature (energy density) or shorter lifetime before neu- 
tralisation of the ion tracks in this material. As the 
primary ions deposit roughly the same mount of en- 
ergy in both polymers, the differences in the width of 
the velocity distributions, obtained for the ions ejected 
from PVDF and PS targets, should be related to the 
specific radiation chemistry induced in each polymer. 
The energy released in the breaking and/or formation 
of new chemical bonds in the ion track (fast nonequi- 
librium reactions) may add to the energy deposited 
directly by the primary ions. 

It is well known that the energy deposited in a 
heavy ion track is not restricted to the direct transfer 
of energy from the ion to the target atoms in its path 
through the solid. There is also a lateral spread of the 
deposited energy due to e.g. the energetic secondary 
electrons produced in the primary ionizations E221 and 
a transient pressurized disturbance originating from 
the large energy gradient close to the ion track [15]. 
Most of the deposited energy (= 80%) is confined 
within the infratrack 1233. A rough estimation of the 
enermiz+@ deposited within the infratrack of a 72.3 
MeV I ion in PVDF gives a figure of = 20 
eV/A3. The volume occupied by each PVDF repeating 
unit is appro~mately 30 k, meaning that each PVDF 
monomer in the infratrack receives = 500 eV. Similar 
values are obtained for PS. Thus a complete destruc- 
tion of the polymer chains together with the preferen- 
tial elimination (by diffusion and/or ejection) of H and 
F atoms, occurs in the inner-most parts of the track 
where the energy density is highest. Pure carbon clus- 
ters Cz , which have the broadest velocity distributions 
(or the highest (E,)) should originate preferentially 
from this “hot” region. The lower (E,) of ions with 
increasing number of hydrogen atoms indicates that 
they are formed farther away from the track core 
where the energy density is lower. At this region the 
survival probabili~ for hydrogenated fragments in- 
creases, and recombination reactions of H and F with 
C-atoms can also be more probable. The decrease in 
the width (mean kinetic energy) of the velocity distribu- 
tions with increase in the hydrogen content reflects the 
radial profile of the deposited energy density in the 
heavy ion track. 

The relatively lower values and the absence of any 
dependence of ( vX) and (E,) on the chemical compo- 
sition for negative ions from both PS and PVDF sug- 
gests that these ions are ejected at later times, after the 
track has neutralised, and “cooled” considerably. This 
is in accordance with the fact that prior to neutralisa- 
tion the infratrack is positively charged. However we 
cannot eliminate the possibility that the low mass nega- 
tive ions are formed at times comparable to the time 
scale of positive ion formation, but preferentially from 
regions outside the positively charged infratrack. 

4. Conclusion 

The radial velocity dist~butions of low mass sec- 
ondary ions ejected from polymeric targets depend on 
the chemical composition of the ions. The behaviour of 
the ( uX> indicates that a non-random momentum 
transfer is also involved in the sputtering of the low 
mass species. The connection between mean radial 
energies and the degree of hydrogenation of ejected 
ions reflects the deposited energy density at the point 
of ion formation. Hydrocarbon ions with a higher de- 
gree of hydrogenation are formed in an outer track 
region with lower energy density, and at a later mo- 
ment on the time scale of the energy transfer pro- 
cesses. Our results demonstrate that chemical events in 
the track (bond breaking and bond re~r~gement) are 
not spatially homogeneous, but depend on the locus of 
the event, relative to the trajectory of the MeV ion. 
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